USING PERSONAS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS. TOWARDS THE DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN PRODUCT PERSONALITY FOR IN-CAR USER INTERFACES
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ABSTRACT
The desire to combine advanced user-friendly interfaces with a product personality communicating environmental friendliness to customers poses new challenges for car interior designers, as little research has been carried out in this field to date. In this paper, the creation of three personas aimed at defining key German car users with pro-environmental behaviour is presented. After collecting ethnographic data of potential drivers through literature review, information about generation and Euro car segment led to the definition of three key user groups. The resulting personas were applied to determine the most important interaction points in car interior. Finally, present design cues of eco-friendly product personality developed in the field of automotive design were explored. Our work presents three strategic directions for the design development of future in-car user interfaces named as a) foster multimodal mobility; b) emphasize the interlinkage economy - sustainable driving; and c) highlight new technological developments. The presented results are meant as an impulse for developers to fit the needs of green customers and drivers when designing user-friendly HMI components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Industrial design has two key roles in the development of future in-car user interfaces. Firstly, it is responsible for providing a user-friendly human-machine link that combines optimal physical matching with intuitive information transfer. Secondly, it is in charge of developing a visually appealing product by assigning a specific personality to it. Product personality is defined as the profile of human personality characteristics that people use to describe a specific product variant, i.e. a single physical product, and to discriminate it from others (Govers, 2004; Govers and Schoormans, 2005).

In Germany, 66% of the respondents involved in a research study showed willingness to pay extra charge for sustainable car components in car interior, however, most of interior car parts made of recyclates and natural materials are currently invisible to customers (Hetterich et al., 2012). Therefore, combining innovative and intuitive interfaces with a product personality that communicates environmental-friendliness to the customer is an appealing goal for German car manufacturers. This desire poses new challenges for car interior designers, as little research has been carried out in this field to date. While research addressing sustainable product physiology (materials and processes) has a solid tradition in technical design, research that addressed product psychology communicating sustainability (usability and personality) is very limited; one likely reason may be the lack of cross-fertilization between sustainable design engineering research and human-focused design disciplines like industrial design and interaction design (Weyer et al., 2008).

To design the right product features (usability and personality) a user-centred design approach that studies user behaviour, characteristics, needs, and skills to implement solutions that fit those is key. In the case of cars, studying both their customers and drivers is important, since some user groups such as younger generations are increasingly using shared mobility services rather than buying vehicles. On this subject, personas have proven to benefit product design processes (Miaskiewicz and Kozar, 2011). Personas refer to the creation of fictional characters based on data collected from users to represent a consumer type that might interact with a product in a similar way.

Accordingly, the creation of personas aimed at defining key German car drivers with pro-environmental behaviour is presented in this paper. First off, a literature review was carried out to collect ethnographic data. Journal articles, conference proceedings, statistic studies, and project reports from 2004 until 2018 were considered to identify socio-economic characteristics and behaviour of potential users. Next, information about generation type and European car segmentation to create a common shared understanding of driver groups was analysed. The elaboration of user and product information led to the creation of three personas that were used to determine the most important interaction points in car interior. Finally, present design cues of eco-friendly product personality developed in the field of automotive design were explored.

The presented work is expected to help envision future in-car user interaction as well as how human machine interfaces can influence green driver attitude (thoughts) to foster environment conscious consumer behaviour (actions). The contribution of the present study lies in providing insights and impulses to automotive designers and engineers. It outlines future strategic directions for the design of vehicle interiors, thereby serving as a baseline for further investigations towards the development of product usability and personality features of HMI components.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. User and product segmentation are introduced in the next sub-section. The development process of personas is highlighted in Section 2, while Section 3 addresses the development of product features, in particular usability in sub-section 3.1 and personality in sub-section 3.2. Finally, the implications of the study are highlighted in Section 4.

1.1 Background information on user generations and vehicle segmentation

Among the latest generations, X, Y, and Z are of specific interest for this work. Generation X, i.e. the Quintastics, refers to people born between 1965 and 1979. Due to their strong desire for professional success, they are now in the financial position of being able to afford a high standard of living (Mangelsdorf, 2015). Generation Y, i.e. the Millenials, refers to people born between 1980 and 1995. They are the oldest Digital Natives (Bolton et al., 2013) and are at the beginning of their professional and financial careers. Generation Z, i.e. iGeneration, refers to people born after 1996 and is considered to be the generation that had been in contact with the Internet since their youngest childhood (Turner, 2015; Mangelsdorf, 2015). The members of this generation are still at school, on vocational training, or are just starting their professional careers.
The Commission of the European Communities (1999) classifies vehicles according to weight and size parameters into the segments A-F, J, M and S. The generations are assigned to the car segments from which they could potentially either drive or buy a car according to both their professional and financial status as well as the car prices (International Council on Clean Transportation Europe, 2017). The analysed information about generation type and European car segmentation is used to identify a common shared understanding of three driver groups, i.e. A/B segments for generation Z, C/M/D segments for generation Y, and E/J segments for generation X, Figure 1.

Figure 1. EU car segmentation with average vehicle prices assigned to each generation

2 SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CUSTOMERS

The three personas presented in this section represent socio-economic characteristics and behaviour of each generation, and focus on the respective preferred car segment. The first persona is a member of the iGeneration and stands for the new trends in transportation such as collaborative consumption, connected vehicles, and efficient multimodal networks (Polchow, 2017). A survey conducted in 2015 with 500 respondents aged 18-69 shows that 18-29 year olds in particular display medium to high interest in car sharing (Naumann, 2016). Studies dealing with car sharing and its users indicate that the majority of users are male (BMW et al., 2016; Loose, 2010; Schreier et al., 2015), on average 36 years old (BMW et al., 2016; Kopp, 2015; Schreier et al., 2015). A telephone interview carried out with the German car sharing company DriveNow (Merk, 2018) confirmed the high proportion of male users, but also highlighted that the proportion of female users is consistently growing. Therefore, the female persona Frederike Bäumle was chosen as representative of this group. The second persona belongs to the Millennials and is the buyer of the best-selling car. As representative of the broad masses, Florian Steiner is very keen on economical driving and places great importance in purchasing a car at an unbeatable price-performance ratio (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Verbrauchs- und Medienanalyse, 2017b). The third persona named Christian Peters is a Quintastic. Due to his economic possibilities and the willingness to pay premium car prices, he is one of the early adopters of new technologies (Naderer and Balzer, 2007). For this persona the symbolic values, i.e. his associations, and the affective motives, i.e. his perceptions, play an important role in car use (Steg, 2005). Florian and Christian are chosen as personas, as 58.8% of German respondents who are certainly planning to buy a car in the next two years are male (Statista, 2017b). Accordingly, Frederike’s driving choices range from A to B segment cars, Florian’s car preferences vary between C and D segment vehicles, and Christian’s car choices are between E and J vehicle typologies, Figure 2.

Figure 2. Classification of car segments, generation and personas
2.1 Frederike Bäumle - new trends
She is 21 years old and belongs to Generation Z (Mangelsdorf, 2015). She has been a digital native since birth. Frederike studies and lives in a big city (Shaheen and Cohen, 2013). Besides her studies, she works and has an income of about 1000 € net per month (Kambeck et al., 2009). She does not own a car and has no interest in buying one (Bogenberger et al., 2016). Frederike usually travels to university, work and sport by bicycle or public transport. For longer distances or in bad weather she would like to drive a car (Kopp, 2015; Kuhnimhof et al., 2012). That is why she uses her city’s car sharing system, and she selects vehicles out of segment A and B.

2.2 Florian Steiner - mainstream
He is 31 years old (Köster and Pütz, 2018) and thus assigned to Generation Y. He can be considered a digital native as he spent his entire life in a digital environment (Mangelsdorf, 2015). Florian is a business economist in permanent employment and earns 2500 € net per month (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018). He lives with his girlfriend in the city. Florian Steiner would buy a car from the C or D segments (Statista, 2017a). For him, the most important vehicle features are low fuel consumption, good interior fittings, intuitive operations and high driving comfort (Statista, 2017c). Florian’s top priorities are the radio, navigation system, brake assist and cruise control (Statista, 2016).

2.3 Christian Peters - innovation
Christian Peters is male, 51 years old and a Generation X representative (Mangelsdorf, 2015; Ford, 2016). At the age of 51 he belongs to the second largest group, the 50- to 59-year-olds, of car buyers (Köster and Pütz, 2018). He lives in a large household with his wife and two children (Choo and Mokhtarian, 2004), a detached house in a small town. As manager of his own company he has an income of over 4000 € net per month (Kambeck et al., 2009). For his job he drives daily by car to another city (Choo and Mokhtarian, 2004). For him, a sport utility vehicle (SUV), i.e. J segment, is the best vehicle to drive anywhere. As appealing alternative, he also likes executive sedans belonging to the E segment. Christian is passionate about technology and high-performing vehicles, and his car has to reflect his lifestyle as well as his social status (Adam, 2016).

3 ANALYSIS OF THE PRODUCT CONTEXT
The product context is key to understand how the designed product features can cope with user characteristics, the tasks it is carrying out, and the physical and social environment in which the product is used (Hekkert and Dijk, 2001). Therefore, it affects the way basic design requirements such as product function, product usability, and product personality are considered and developed. In order to successfully combine usability features with personality characteristics, the most important interaction points in car interior (where) are explored for each user group according to driver’s attitude and behaviour (why and when) in the next subsection. Subsequently, the determination of an environmentally friendly product personality is explored by analysing alternative fuel vehicles of German car makers.

3.1 Determination of key interaction points in car interior
Usability describes the ways in which the product communicates with the user and is made of the ensemble of physical matching and information transfer features. While physical matching addresses motoric functions through bio-metric and bio-mechanical considerations, information transfer deals with sensory and cognitive functions via operation and feedback tasks. In a previous work (Luccarelli, 2017) car door, centre console, centre tunnel console, crash pad, dashboard, seats, and steering wheel were identified in literature as key car interior components contributing to consumer perception. Among these components, the centre console is of specific interest for the youngest driver group (Frederike Bäumle) to interact with different transport modes. The dashboard has great relevance for the intermediate user group (Florian Steiner) to monitor real-time fuel economy. Finally, the dashboard, centre console, centre tunnel console, crash pad, and steering wheel are key components for the eldest user group (Christian Peters) as they are linked to symbolic values and affective motives, Figure 3.
**3.1.1 New trends - fostering multimodal mobility**

Since 2013, car sharing has experienced a large increase in customers, in particular as free-floating model (Bundesverband CarSharing, 2018). The attractiveness of free-floating lies particularly in the fact that the vehicles are station-independent and can be parked anywhere in the provider’s business geographical area (Bogenberger et al., 2016). These one-way trips are interesting for users who want to be able to switch flexibly to other means of public transport (Kuhnimhof et al., 2012).

Being connected to others is a key aspect when using car sharing, therefore connected car technology is of specific relevance for future car sharing developments (Polchow, 2017). In this regard, Porter (2014) defines three types of connectivity: one-to-one, i.e. product to user; one-to-many, i.e. central system to many products; many-to-many, i.e. many products to many other products. Among car manufacturers addressing these trends, the MicroMAX concept car designed by Rinspeed uses the mobile app Swarm to allow users to share their locations, thus ensuring a cloud based mobility system (one-to-many). Rinspeed latest concept car Snap addresses autonomous driving and modularity in use to envision a system in which vehicle bodies (pods) are transported by skateboards to specific spots according to user needs (one-to-many and one-to-one). Mercedes-Benz started the private car sharing-platform Croove to help drivers share their own private car. The search for a suitable car and vehicle request is made via the corresponding app, and the platform is currently running in several German cities. Other examples of private car sharing system such as Ready to Share by Smart confirm the interest of car manufacturers in supporting multimodal mobility. Due to the growing importance of smartphone for connected car technology, companies like Bosch present platform-independent solutions (mySpin) that are designed to let drivers connect their smartphone easily to their car, and whose apps can be operated directly from the touchscreen of the centre console.

Car sharing has contributed to change mobility behaviour and the desire to own a vehicle has declined (Bogenberger et al., 2016). Chatterjee et al. (2018) prove that younger European generations have a significantly reduced interest in owning a car and in holding a driving licence. The number of 17- to 20-year-olds holding a driving licence fell from 45% in 1992 to 29% in 2014, while 75% of 21- to 29-year-olds still held a driving licence in 1992 and only 63% in 2014; moreover, the number of trips per person also fell by 36% between 1995 - 1999 and 2010 - 2014 (Chatterjee et al., 2018).

The mobility of this user group is of a multimodal kind (Kuhnimhof et al., 2012), as they use different types of transportation and switch between them depending on the situation. These car sharing users want to be intuitively connected to their environment and love to travel with a free choice of vehicles. Their main motivations are flexibility, connectivity and user-friendliness. The most important interaction point in car interior for them is the centre console, as this component is responsible for connecting the mobile phone to the vehicle, searching for traffic, and networking with other car sharing users.

**3.1.2 Mainstream - emphasizing the interlinkage between economy and sustainable driving**

Information on fuel consumption and efficient driving are communicated to the driver via the information cluster of the car dashboard. In this regard, Volkswagen offers an optional active info display for its vehicles to call up some information on the vehicle status and configure user settings. The driver profile selection offers the option to choose between classic, gear and speed, fuel consumption and range, efficiency, navigation, and driver assistance. The driving mode selection offers “comfort”, “normal”, “sport”, “eco” and “individual” as options. Desired information on vehicle status to be displayed can be chosen via menu item: range, consumption, average consumption, driving time, oil temperature, speed, or average speed. Bosch relies on the networked navigation eHorizon to ensure homogeneous speed by avoiding unnecessary acceleration and deceleration during
the journey. The cloud-based system uses real-time data on weather, accidents, and traffic jams to adapt braking and steering to the upcoming traffic situation.

In order to improve car-to-user communication, effective feedback should be customisable by the driver to adapt to his sustainable energy motivation (He et al., 2010). On this subject, the ecodriving system of Stillwater and Kurani (2013) offers a personalised interface, targets, and fuel price input; users get a feedback on fuel consumption/costs, electricity costs, and total costs. This user group put great importance on a good price-performance ratio, reliability, and fuel efficiency. Therefore, the most important interaction point in car interior for these drivers is the dashboard, as it provides feedback on driving behaviour including the effects of environmental friendly driving on fuel economy.

3.1.3 Innovation - highlighting new technological developments

In the automotive industry, new technological innovations are initially implemented in low-volume production cars, as the advances are not mature enough for a large-scale production, and at a premium price tag, as they require high investments. Subsequently, technologies that have proven their worth are offered in lower price segments too, thus ultimately reaching the mass market. Tesla’s development from the Roadster, via the model S, to the model 3, is an example of the top-down principle of technological development (Ramzy, 2016).

Due to this fashion in car development, observing present advances in the F segment is of specific relevance to forecast future interior features of E/I segment vehicles. The Mercedes S 500 PLUG-IN HYBRID offers a customisable interface style for the centre console, sound profiles as well as an individual configuration for steering, drive, chassis, and electronic stability control. Individual vehicle settings such as seat belt, acoustics from folding the doors, locking and panel heating can be selected as well via the centre console to suit individual requirements. The BMW 740e iPerformance drives with plug-in hybrid drivetrain. It features interior lighting that can be customised via the centre console display. The colour of the sky lounge as well as the perfume in the ventilation can be chosen. Comfort ventilation can be programmed in advance, and the driver is reminded acoustically when he leaves his mobile phone inside the car. Moreover, the BMW 740e iPerformance has a key fob containing an LCD touchscreen that can provide information on whether the windows and sunroof are opened or closed, the doors are locked or unlocked, fuel status, and service reminders (Newcomb, 2015).

Customers able to afford executive and sport cars are potential buyers of SUVs, and they consider high safety standards, modern engine technologies, product-related status symbol, driving pleasure, personalisable settings, and attractive design as key purchasing criteria (Weßner, 2017). According to Adam (2016), the car is still regarded as a status symbol by this customer group but it is losing importance as such, and it is increasingly becoming a lifestyle object; the key success factors of the premium automotive sector are subject to change and the emphasis is on the values of self-portrayal, individuality and co-creation.

The points of interaction that are interesting for this user typology are more widely distributed in the interior than for the other driver groups. The centre console is relevant for its symbolic value and affective motive of innovation. The dashboard, centre tunnel console, and steering wheel, are important due to their symbolic values and affective motives of driving pleasure. Finally, the crash pad plays an important role for its symbolic value and affective motive of quality, as users spontaneously tap on it for material evaluation (Montignies et al., 2010).

3.2 Determination of environmentally friendly product personality

Product personality can be defined as the ensemble of product aesthetics, product-driven associations, and consumer perceptions (Govers, 2004). The defined aesthetics evoke associations, which are referred to as the things the product reminds the observer of. The perceptions represent the reactions the product induces on the consumer, and they describe the way the product makes the user feel. In order to trigger the desired associations and perceptions in the user, design cues are of specific relevance. Design cues describe choices for design aspects that follow a specific aesthetic language to guide the design of a product (Karjalainen, 2003). Their definition involves chosen colours, shapes, patterns, textures, layouts, and materials.

In the field of automotive exterior design, Lee et al. (2015) previously examined product-driven associations of “green” design cues in Korea, and they provided information on user preferences of shape, texture, and colour: rounded, simple, and matte shapes can contribute to signalise green design
to customers, while colours like white, green, and blue are associated with eco-friendliness. In order to further investigate environmentally friendly design cues, alternative fuel vehicles including hybrids and battery electric cars of German manufacturers are analysed. Variants for each car segments across different brands are considered, i.e. Mercedes for segment A, Volkswagen for segment C, and BMW for segment E, Table 1.

Table 1. Design cues for selected alternative fuel vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vehicle</th>
<th>car segment</th>
<th>design cues exterior</th>
<th>design cues interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart eQ fortwo</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>colours: blue - model variant logo, sharp-edged line under front lip and tailgate, line around rim, rear-view mirror covers</td>
<td>colours: blue - frames around air distribution vents and instrument cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW e-Golf</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>colours: blue - continuous sharp-edged line under bonnet continuing in headlights, model logo on tailgate; other: closed design of rims</td>
<td>colours: blue - display, seam on the steering wheel (crossed) and gear stick (straight), stripes in the grip area of the gear stick; green - battery status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW 530e iPerformance</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>colours: blue - ring around brand logo on wheels, closable radiator grille ribs when switching on electric motor</td>
<td>colours: blue - straight glowing line under crash pad continuing on door panels, information cluster elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 Design cues of alternative fuel vehicles

According to our analysis, specific design cues implemented by German car makers to represent a vehicle that runs on a fuel other than traditional petroleum fuels, e.g. battery electric vehicles, or at least does not involve solely petroleum to power the engine, e.g. hybrid electric cars, can be described. The study reveals that, among yellow, green, and blue used as accent colours to visually represent alternative fuel vehicles both in car exterior and interior, the latter one clearly prevails. In particular, blue lines running across the exterior (e.g. under the bonnet continuing in the headlights), or through components of the interior (e.g. under the crash pad continuing on the door panels), are of frequent use. However, rather than round, simple and matt elements, as identified by Lee et al. (2015), the design cues of the examined vehicles feature sharp-edged shapes and glowing elements.

The design cues appear to be more prominent in the exterior than in the interior. In car exterior, design cues are mostly located at the doors, under the bonnet, or they underline the logos of the brand or the specific model variant. Closed design of rims and radiator grills, which are implemented to lower the drag coefficient and improve fuel efficiency, also affect the appearance of these cars.

In car interior, coloured logos, glowing stripes, and additional styling elements are currently used to show the peculiarity of the vehicles. In particular, design cues for alternative fuel vehicles are applied primarily on the crash pad (e.g. Smart eQ fortwo, VW e-up!, 530e iPerformance) and dashboard (VW e-Golf, VW Golf GTE, BMW i3, Mini Cooper S E Countryman Plug-in-Hybrid), where feedback to eco-friendly driving mode is located. Other components such as the centre tunnel console (e.g. gear stick of the VW Golf GTE), steering wheel and seats (e.g. BMW i3), and door panels (e.g. BMW i3, 530e iPerformance) are considered in some car interiors.

3.2.2 Material as medium of the environmentally friendly product personality

The choice of material plays an important role for the creation of a desired product personality (Ashby and Johnson, 2002). In this regard, the selection of materials that are perceived as sustainable can play an important role in the definition of a multisensory experience in vehicle interior, since passengers can vision, touch, and smell them. However, while 83% of the respondents of a German study specifically advocated the use of renewable materials in the non-visible area of automotive interiors (Hetterich et al., 2012), no research has provided evidence for customer willingness to actually see and feel renewable materials in car vehicle.

Among present attempts of car manufacturers to bring out the sustainable character of the vehicle by making the material visible to the passengers, BMW focused on door panelling and on an instrument panel cover to implement visual natural fibres in the i3 car interior. The alternative fuel car displays a
kenaf natural fibre non-woven fabric that is combined with fibres made of polypropylene. As the analysis reported in this subsection highlighted commonly shared design cues of alternative fuel vehicles, understanding if these vehicles are perceived as environmentally friendly is key. On this subject, Landau et al. (2013) provided the word “sustainability” to testers for the description of specific materials expected to evoke “ electromobility” characteristics, i.e. material design cues for alternative fuel vehicles. Interestingly, 46% of the participants involved in this study associated green artificial turf with the word “sustainability”. Consequently, users associate sustainability with materials that are not necessarily environmental friendly.

4 IMPLICATIONS

Car interior designers are confronted with new challenges concerning the combination of user-friendly interfaces with an environmentally friendly product personality. In this paper German key customers were defined through personas according to socio-economic characteristics collected from literature. Moreover, present design cues implemented by German car manufacturers to create an environmentally friendly product personality were explored. The creation of three personas aimed at defining key interaction points for three German car user groups with pro-environmental behaviour. Summing up, the most important interior car components for user interaction are centre console, centre tunnel console, crash pad, dashboard, and steering wheel.

The first user group, i.e. Generation Z, is interested in multimodal mobility and has pro-environmental behaviour, as it does not own a car at all. The second focus group, i.e. Generation Y, focusses on good price-performance-ratio and proves its pro-environmental behaviour through fuel-efficient driving. The third group, i.e. Generation X, is influenced by the symbolic values and affective motives linked to driving a car, and it shows its pro-environmental behaviour by purchasing the latest clean technologies available on the market. Consequently, the three displayed pro-environmental behaviours are linked with their respective socio-economic background. The driving and purchasing choices of the first two groups are driven by economic reasons, while the third group is purchasing cars to reflect its lifestyle and social status.

The analysis of German battery electric- and hybrid vehicles highlighted commonly shared design cues of alternative fuel vehicles, in particular blue coloured sharp-edged shapes and glowing elements play an important role in the visual representation of both car exterior and interior. As the presented analysis on German cars is in contrast with past research on product-driven associations and consumer perceptions of green design cues carried out in Korea, future studies should address cultural aspects related to this topic. Moreover, the low number of identified design cues of alternative fuel vehicles shows potential for car interior designers to enhance it. This could lead to an increased perception of the environmentally friendly product personality, especially by integrating them in the aforementioned key interaction points. In order to implement design cues to design a material communicating environmental-friendliness, future work should address both buyers and drivers to study possible trade-offs between associations of alternative fuel vehicles and perception of sustainability.
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